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Satisfy the inspectors
Complies fully with HSE, ATEX, DSEAR  and 
insurance company requirements to 
remove petrol and petrol vapour’s.

Vapour removal
Includes a unique system to exhaust petrol 
vapour’s from the workshop. 

Simple to use
3 tools included to allow a number of methods 
to be used to recover fuel. 

Return on investment
With no moving parts a long and productive 
life is promised. 

Compressed air operated with no pump or 
moving parts. Supplied with suction probes to 
recover fuel via the filler neck, fuel line or sender 
unit.  The unit offers a high degree of safety, 
efficiency and ease of use and is fully DSEAR and 
ATEX compliant. 

             

Experts in Vehicle Depollution and Fuel Recovery

Workshop Fuel Scavenger 90
Designed to quickly remove petrol, diesel or 

contaminated fuel from all makes of vehicles.  

             From HSE- The Safe Recovery of Petrol from  Vehicles
Extracting petrol from a vehicles fuel tank is a potentially hazardous operation, as petrol is an 

extremely volatile liquid. Poor equipment can increase the risks of petrol or vapour explosions.  You 
will need to ensure that any equipment is designed and operated to minimise release of petrol 

vapour’s. DSEAR places that responsibility on employers to select appropriately designed equipment. 



The three standard tools included in your workshop Fuel 
Scavenger package. 

             

             

Workshop Fuel Scavenger 90

Designed to quickly remove petrol, diesel or 
contaminated fuel from all makes of vehicles.  

             

AutoDrain are the market leaders in depollution systems, tailoring products and services to your specific 
requirements. All are designed to save you time, make you extra profits and help you comply to all 

legislation.

             
Au

to
Drain Fuel Tools

Hose - Passes anti-siphon 
measures for draining from 

filler neck

Cone - To attach to the fuel 
lines. 

Tube - for draining from the 
sender unit and dispensing. 

Additional AutoDrain Fuel Tool 
option for high volume recovery

If you are handling several misfuels a week or 
want to speed up your recovery operation, this 

optional extra set of fuel tools will maximise 
time efficiency. 

Made in the UK to 
European Standards
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How to make your workshop safe from petrol 
vapour’s.  

How we can help you
Workshop Fuel Scavenger 90
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FACT!

Fuel recovery and storage is not without its 
dangers. This may not come as news to you, but still 
we see people taking unnecessary risks with the 
safe removal and storage of hazardous substances. 
This goes against important legislation and can 
leave employees and visitors open to danger, 
which in turn can leave your company liable for any 
deaths or injuries that occur.

On average, four people die per year in the 
automotive industry due to petrol being removed 
and stored unsafely. You can help prevent this by 
investing in good quality, fit for purpose equipment 
such as the Workshop Fuel Scavenger. 

AutoDrain’s
 Workshop Scavenger creates a 

safe vapour dispensing system whilst 
removing petrol from your ELV.

  The Workshop Scavenger safely retrieves
 fuel whilst feeding the dangerous petrol 

vapour’s through secure vapour tight tubing to 
a vapour vent pipe, which then safely releases 
the petrol vapour’s away from your workshop

Training 
AutoDrain also offer an  IMI Fuel QAA course, 

designed to educate you to the dangers of 
working with petrol.  Gaining this

 qualification will help illustrate 
competence for insurance and 

inspection purposes. For more information 
please call 0113 205 9332 
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EXPLOSIVE VAPOUR

UNCONTROLLED HIGH RISK


